
Today you will read a myth and a poem, and you will answer questions after each. Then
you will write a response analyzing the two selections.

Text #1 – Daedalus and Icarus
by Josephine Preston Peabody (1874-1922)

The following short story is reprinted from Old Greek Folk Stories Told Anew. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1897.

1       Among all those mortals who grew so wise that they learned the secrets of the gods, none
was more cunning than Daedalus.

2       He once built, for King Minos of Crete, a wonderful Labyrinth of winding ways so
cunningly tangled up around that, once inside, you could never find your way out again
without a magic clue. But the king's favor veered with the wind, and one day he had his master
architect imprisoned in a tower. Daedalus managed to escape from his cell; but it seemed
impossible to leave the island, since every ship that came or went was well guarded by order of
the king.

3       At length, watching the sea-gulls in the air,--the only creatures that were sure of
liberty,--he thought of a plan for himself and his young son Icarus, who was captive with him.

4       Little by little, he gathered a store of feathers great and small. He fastened these together
with thread, moulded them in with wax, and so fashioned two great wings like those of a bird.
When they were done, Daedalus fitted them to his own shoulders, and after one or two efforts,
he found that by waving his arms he could winnow the air and cleave it, as a swimmer does the
sea. He held himself aloft, wavered this way and that with the wind, and at last, like a great
fledgling, he learned to fly.

5       Without delay, he fell to work on a pair of wings for the boy Icarus, and taught him
carefully how to use them, bidding him beware of rash adventures among the stars.
"Remember," said the father, "never to fly very low or very high, for the fogs about the earth
would weigh you down, but the blaze of the sun will surely melt your feathers apart if you go
too near."

6       For Icarus, these cautions went in at one ear and out by the other. Who could remember
to be careful when he was to fly for the first time? Are birds careful? Not they! And not an idea
remained in the boy's head but the one joy of escape.
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7       The day came, and the fair wind that was to set them free. The father bird put on his
wings, and, while the light urged them to be gone, he waited to see that all was well with
Icarus, for the two could not fly hand in hand. Up they rose, the boy after his father. The
hateful ground of Crete sank beneath them; and the country folk, who caught a glimpse of
them when they were high above the tree-tops, took it for a vision of the gods,--Apollo,
perhaps, with Cupid after him.

8       At first there was a terror in the joy. The wide vacancy of the air dazed them,--a glance
downward made their brains reel. But when a great wind filled their wings, and Icarus felt
himself sustained, like a halcyon-bird in the hollow of a wave, like a child uplifted by his
mother, he forgot everything in the world but joy. He forgot Crete and the other islands that he
had passed over: he saw but vaguely that winged thing in the distance before him that was his
father Daedalus. He longed for one draught of flight to quench the thirst of his captivity: he
stretched out his arms to the sky and made towards the highest heavens.

9       Alas for him! Warmer and warmer grew the air. Those arms, that had seemed to uphold
him, relaxed. His wings wavered, drooped. He fluttered his young hands vainly,--he was
falling,--and in that terror he remembered. The heat of the sun had melted the wax from his
wings; the feathers were falling, one by one, like snowflakes; and there was none to help.

10       He fell like a leaf tossed down the wind, down, down, with one cry that overtook
Daedalus far away. When he returned, and sought high and low for the poor boy, he saw
nothing but the bird-like feathers afloat on the water, and he knew that Icarus was drowned.

11       The nearest island he named Icaria, in memory of the child; but he, in heavy grief, went
to the temple of Apollo in Sicily, and there hung up his wings as an offering. Never again did
he attempt to fly.

“Daedalus and Icarus” Questions

Question 1 Part A

What does the word bidding mean as used in paragraph 5?
A. asking
B. challenging
C. warning
D. reminding

Part B

Select a sentence from the text below that best supports your answer to Part A.
A. Who could remember to be careful when he was to fly for the first time?
B. Are birds careful? Not they!
C. The day came, and the fair wind that was to set them free.
D. The father bird put on his wings, and, while the light urged them to be gone, he waited to

see that all was well with Icarus, for the two could not fly hand in hand.
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Question 2 Part A

Which of the following is the major lesson of this myth?
A. Nature can inspire solutions to a problem.
B. Hard work can save one from difficult situations.
C. The gods will punish those who seek to fly.
D. The recklessness of youth can result in tragedy.

Part B

Choose the two sentences from below that best support your answer in Part A.

A. At length, watching the sea-gulls in the air,--the only creatures that were sure of liberty,--he
thought of a plan for himself and his young son Icarus, who was captive with him.

B. He fastened these together with thread, moulded them in with wax, and so fashioned two
great wings like those of a bird.

C. He held himself aloft, wavered this way and that with the wind, and at last, like a great
fledgling, he learned to fly.

D. And not an idea remained in the boy's head but the one joy of escape.
E. Are birds careful? Not they!
F. The hateful ground of Crete sank beneath them; and the country folk, who caught a glimpse

of them when they were high above the tree-tops, took it for a vision of the gods,--Apollo,
perhaps, with Cupid after him.

G. He fluttered his young hands vainly,--he was falling,--and in that terror he remembered.
H. He fell like a leaf tossed down the wind, down, down, with one cry that overtook Daedalus

far away.
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Question 3

Choose 3 excerpts from the text that foreshadow Icarus’ fate. Drag your choices into the boxes below.

A. Without delay, he fell to work on a pair of
wings for the boy Icarus, and taught him
carefully how to use them, bidding him beware
of rash adventures among the stars.

B. "Remember," said the father, "never to fly very
low or very high…”

C. For Icarus, these cautions went in at one ear
and out by the other.

D. The wide vacancy of the air dazed them,--a
glance downward made their brains reel.

E. He longed for one draught of flight to quench
the thirst of his captivity: he stretched out his
arms to the sky and made towards the highest
heavens.

F. Alas for him! Warmer and warmer grew the air.

G. He fell like a leaf tossed down the wind, down,
down, with one cry that overtook Daedalus far
away.
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Text #2 – “Musee des Beaux Arts”
by W.H. Auden

Read the information in the box below and the poem; then answer the questions that follow.

"Musée des Beaux Arts" (French for "Museum of Fine Arts") is a poem written by W. H. Auden in
December 1938. Auden visited the Museum, famous for its collection of Early Dutch paintings, and
would have seen a number of paintings by the "Old Masters" (see second line of poem), including
Pieter Brueghel the Elder (ca. 1525–1569).

1 About suffering they were never wrong,
The Old Masters: how well they understood
Its human position; how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully along;

5 How, when the aged are reverently, passionately waiting
For the miraculous birth, there always must be
Children who did not specially want it to happen, skating
On a pond at the edge of the wood:
They never forgot

10 That even the dreadful martyrdom must run its course
Anyhow in a corner, some untidy spot
Where the dogs go on with their doggy life and the torturer’s horse
Scratches its innocent behind on a tree.

In Breughel’s Icarus, for instance: how everything turns away
15 Quite leisurely from the disaster; the ploughman may

Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry,
But for him it was not an important failure; the sun shone
As it had to on the white legs disappearing into the green
Water; and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen

20 Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky,
Had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on.
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Question 1 Part A

What did the “Old Masters” in line 2 understand so well?

A. human indifference to suffering
B. the human condition
C. life attitudes of the elderly and the young
D. painting in the style of the Renaissance masters

Part B

Which 3 excerpts from the poem support the answer to Part A?

A. …how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully along…

B. …when the aged are reverently, passionately waiting
For the miraculous birth…

C. … there always must be
Children who did not specially want it to happen…

D. In Brueghel’s Icarus, for instance…
E. …how everything turns away Quite leisurely from the disaster…
F. But for him it was not an important failure…
G. white legs/green water
H. … and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen

Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky…

Question 2 Part A

What is being described in the last stanza of the poem?
A. a Greek myth
B. a painting
C. Icarus
D. the human position

Part B

How does it relate to the first stanza?

A. It paraphrases the first stanza.
B. It is a description of Icarus.
C. It provides a visual metaphor for the theme of the poem.
D. It tells the story of a Greek myth.
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Part #3 Prose Constructed Response Task
Analyze the writing task (PCR) below.
1. Break it down and circle or underline key words and phrases.
2. Exactly what is the writing task?
3. What is the suggestion for how to approach this task? Would you take it? Why or why not?

Use what you have learned from reading the story “Daedalus and Icarus” by Peabody and the poem
“Musee des Beaux Arts” by Auden to write an essay that provides an analysis of how Auden
transforms the myth.

Develop your claim(s) of how Auden transforms “Daedalus and Icarus” with evidence from both texts.
As a starting point, you may want to consider what is emphasized, absent, or different in the two texts,
but feel free to develop your own focus for analysis.

WARNING: Do not proceed without
planning/pre-writing!

Use the suggestions in the prompt to create an outline or graphic organizer.
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Teacher Handout
LAT “Daedalus and Icarus” Questions

Question 1 Part A

What does the word bidding mean as used in paragraph 5?
A. asking
B. challenging
C. warning
D. reminding

Part B

Select a sentence from the text below that best support your answer to Part A.
A. Who could remember to be careful when he was to fly for the first time?
B. Are birds careful? Not they!
C. The day came, and the fair wind that was to set them free.
D. The father bird put on his wings, and, while the light urged them to be gone, he waited to

see that all was well with Icarus, for the two could not fly hand in hand.

Question 2 Part A

Which of the following is the major lesson of this myth?
A. Nature can inspire solutions to a problem.
B. Hard work can save one from difficult situations.
C. The gods will punish those who seek to fly.
D. The recklessness of youth can result in tragedy.

Part B

Choose the two sentences from below that best support your answer in Part A.

A. At length, watching the sea-gulls in the air,--the only creatures that were sure of liberty,--he
thought of a plan for himself and his young son Icarus, who was captive with him.

B. He fastened these together with thread, moulded them in with wax, and so fashioned two
great wings like those of a bird.

C. He held himself aloft, wavered this way and that with the wind, and at last, like a great
fledgling, he learned to fly.

D. And not an idea remained in the boy's head but the one joy of escape.
E. Are birds careful? Not they!
F. The hateful ground of Crete sank beneath them; and the country folk, who caught a glimpse

of them when they were high above the tree-tops, took it for a vision of the gods,--Apollo,
perhaps, with Cupid after him.

G. He fluttered his young hands vainly,--he was falling,--and in that terror he
remembered.
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Question 3

Choose 3 excerpts from the text that foreshadow Icarus’ fate. Drag your choices into the boxes below.

A. Without delay, he fell to work on a pair of
wings for the boy Icarus, and taught him
carefully how to use them, bidding him beware
of rash adventures among the stars.

B. "Remember," said the father, "never to fly very
low or very high…”

C. For Icarus, these cautions went in at one ear
and out by the other.

D. The wide vacancy of the air dazed them,--a
glance downward made their brains reel.

E. He longed for one draught of flight to
quench the thirst of his captivity: he
stretched out his arms to the sky and made
towards the highest heavens.

F. Alas for him! Warmer and warmer grew the
air.

G. He fell like a leaf tossed down the wind, down,
down, with one cry that overtook Daedalus far
away.
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HS LAT Text #2

Question 1 Part A

What did the “Old Masters” in line 2 understand so well?

A. human indifference to suffering
B. the human condition
C. life attitudes of the elderly and the young
D. painting in the style of the Renaissance masters

Part B

Which 3 excerpts from the poem support the answer to Part A?

A. …how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully along…

B. …when the aged are reverently, passionately waiting
For the miraculous birth…

C. … there always must be
Children who did not specially want it to happen…

D. In Brueghel’s Icarus, for instance…
E. …how everything turns away Quite leisurely from the disaster…
F. But for him it was not an important failure…
G. white legs/green water
H. … and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen

Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky…

Question 2 Part A

What is being described in the last stanza of the poem?
A. a Greek myth
B. a painting
C. Icarus
D. the human position

Part B

How does it relate to the first stanza?

A. It paraphrases the first stanza.
B. It is a description of Icarus.
C. It provides a visual metaphor for the theme of the poem.
D. It tells the story of a Greek myth.
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Part #3 Prose Constructed Response Task
LAT Prose Constructed Response
Use what you have learned from reading the story “Daedalus and Icarus” by Pearson and the poem “Musee des
Beaux Arts” by Auden to write an essay that provides an analysis of how Auden transforms the myth.

Develop your claim(s) of how Auden transforms “Daedalus and Icarus” with evidence from both texts. As a
starting point, you may want to consider what is emphasized, absent, or different in the two texts, but feel free to
develop your own focus for analysis.

“Daedalus and Icarus” “Musee des Beaux Arts”

What is
emphasized?

Tells entire story (myth)

Icarus’ personality; reaction to father’s
warning.

Focus is on cause of Icarus’ drowning

Only includes one event in the myth.

Focus is on reaction to Icarus drowning

Painting of Icarus drowning used as metaphor
to illustrate theme

What is
absent?

Examples/references to human suffering

Artwork/painting

Character of Daedalus

Daedalus’ warning to Icarus

Icarus’ reaction to his father’s warning

What is
different?

Prose: short story structure

Theme: recklessness of youth can lead to
tragedy

Spectators: unnamed observers who see
them flying and think I and D might be gods
(Apollo and Cupid)

Poetry: targets only one event in story (climax)

Theme: human indifference to others’ suffering

Spectators: many observers who have no
reaction to drowning of Icarus
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